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  yemen

 by Elham Manea

POPULATION:  22,880,000
GNI PER CAPITA: US$864

COUNTRY RATINGS 2004 2009

NONDISCRIMINATION AND ACCESS TO JUSTICE:  1.9 1.9
AUTONOMY, SECURITY, AND FREEDOM OF THE PERSON:  2.0 1.9
ECONOMIC RIGHTS AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY:  1.8 1.9
POLITICAL RIGHTS AND CIVIC VOICE:  2.1 2.0
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS:  2.1 2.0

(COUNTRY RATINGS ARE BASED ON A SCALE OF 1 TO 5, WITH 1 REPRESENTING THE LOWEST AND 5 THE 
HIGHEST LEVEL OF FREEDOM WOMEN HAVE TO EXERCISE THEIR RIGHTS)

•

INTRODUCTION 

The Yemen Arab Republic (North Yemen) and the People’s Democratic 
Republic of Yemen (South Yemen) united on May 22, 1990, to form the 
present-day Republic of Yemen. North Yemen had been established as a 
tribal-military polity in 1962 after the overthrow of the theocratic Zaydi 
Shiite imamate. By contrast, South Yemen, which gained its independence 
from Britain in 1967, was the only Marxist regime in the Arab world. The 
two countries’ attempts to unify were long hindered by political differ-
ences, including two wars, but the process was accelerated in part by the 
end of the Cold War. A 1994 civil war between northern and southern 
factions ended with the victory of the close circle of tribal, sectarian, and 
military groups led by Ali Abdallah Salih, who had ruled North Yemen 
since 1978 and remains united Yemen’s president to date.

Yemen has a vibrant civil society and media that do not shy away from 
criticizing the government. However, its political system is increasingly 
dominated by one party, the General People’s Congress (GPC), despite a 
competitive presidential election in 2006. In February 2009, the parlia-
ment approved a two-year postponement of that year’s legislative elections, 
perpetuating the GPC’s control. The Salih regime is facing an increas-
ingly vocal southern movement against alleged northern hegemony, and a 
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Zaydi Shiite rebellion in the northern region of Sa’ada. After four years of 
fi ghting, the president declared the end of that confl ict in 2008, but the 
security situation in Sa’ada remains unstable. 

The lives of Yemeni women have been greatly affected by all of these 
political developments. The 1990 unifi cation led to the codifi cation of a 
family law that was considered a setback for southern women, who had 
previously enjoyed legal equality in family affairs. The end of the civil war 
led to new modifi cations of the constitution and the family law, marking 
a clear regression toward more conservative and gender-biased provisions. 
As the political situation has deteriorated, women’s rights activists have 
in  creasingly faced harassment by security forces, and immediate political 
needs have absorbed resources that might otherwise have been used to im -
prove the status of women and tackle the serious economic and social chal-
lenges facing the country today. Adding to these strains have been the di  verse 
waves of migrants seeking refuge from war and persecution in the Horn of 
Africa, or transit to economic opportunities in the Gulf states and beyond. 

 Yemen is a tribal and traditional country where prevailing cultural atti-
tudes, patriarchal structures, and Islamic fundamentalism accord women 
low status in the family and community and limit their participation in 
society. Women are subjected to various forms of violence and discrimina-
tion, including domestic abuse, deprivation of education, early or forced 
marriage, restrictions on freedom of movement, exclusion from decision-
making roles and processes, denial of inheritance, deprivation of health 
services, and female genital mutilation (FGM). 

The past fi ve years have been marked by both positive and negative 
de  velopments for women’s status in Yemen. On the positive side, Yemeni 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and activists have been vigor-
ously advocating for gender equality, fostering awareness of gender-based 
violence, and demanding a change in Yemeni laws, especially family laws, 
which are heavily biased against women. The 2008 court case of a 10-year-
old girl who demanded a divorce from her adult husband caused a public 
debate that culminated in the parliament considering a minimum mar-
riage age of 17. Some educational and executive institutions have allowed 
women to enroll in their ranks for the fi rst time, and the Islamist party 
Islah undertook internal changes that led to the fi rst election of women to 
its higher decision-making bodies.

However, Yemeni laws still discriminate against women, treating them 
as inferiors or minors who need perpetual guardianship. Major political 
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parties, including the ruling GPC, refrained from supporting female can-
didates during the 2006 local elections, and women’s representation in 
the executive and legislative bodies remains very low. Finally, the country’s 
economic and political crises have drawn resources away from the educa-
tion and health sectors, undercutting attempts to narrow the gender gap 
and improve conditions for women and girls. The primacy of rule of law 
is largely absent, and it is particularly challenging for women and the poor 
to access their rights and benefi ts.

NONDISCRIMINATION AND ACCESS TO JUSTICE

Patriarchal social norms continue to hinder women’s access to the judicial 
system, and legal provisions still give them an inferior status. The govern-
ment has made no apparent progress on legal reforms that would allow 
women to pass on their citizenship to their children. Minorities continue 
to face discrimination and limited access to state health and educational 
services.

Article 3 of the 1994 constitution identifi es Shari‘a (Islamic law) as 
the source of all legislation. This provision has shaped the legal framework 
regulating women’s lives and led to offi cially sanctioned gender discrimina-
tion. Although Article 40 declares that “citizens are all equal in rights and 
duties,” this is clearly undermined by Article 31, which states that “women 
are the sisters of men. They have rights and duties, which are guaranteed 
and assigned by Shari‘a and stipulated by law.” In the cultural context, 
being sisters of men indicates a status where women are protected by their 
brothers, but are weaker and lesser in worth. Consequently, laws such as 
the Personal Status Law (Family Law), the penal code, the Citizenship 
Law, the Evidence Law, and the Labor Law systematically discriminate 
against women.

The 1994 constitution stands in contrast to the clear language used in 
the Unifi cation Constitution of 1991, which stipulated that “all citizens 
are equal before the law. They are equal in public rights and duties. There 
shall be no discrimination between them based on sex, color, ethnic origin, 
language, occupation, social status, or religion.” The new constitution, 
drafted after the end of the civil war, was greatly infl uenced by conserva-
tive political elements. President Salih’s victory in the war depended in part 
on the support of the Islamist party Islah and the Hashid tribal confedera-
tion. Both of these factions were hostile toward women’s rights, and as a 
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result, the 1991 constitution was modifi ed to eliminate antidiscrimination 
provisions. 

Yemen’s judicial system has three levels of courts: fi rst instance, appeals, 
and the Supreme Court. The higher courts are divided into specialized 
sections: civil, criminal, commercial, and personal status. According to 
Yemen’s application of Shari’a, an adult woman is not recognized as a full 
person before the court. Article 45 of the Evidence Law (No. 21 of 1992) 
posits that a woman’s testimony is not accepted in cases of adultery and 
retribution, or in cases where corporal punishment is a possible penalty. 
Also under Article 45, a woman’s testimony is given half the weight of 
a man’s in fi nancial cases. A woman’s testimony is accepted in instances 
where only women are involved, or when the act in question occurred in 
their segregated places (Article 30).

Women face additional diffi culties obtaining justice because police sta-
tions and courts—which are always crowded with men—are commonly 
considered to be inappropriate places for “respected women.”1 Moreover, 
the lack of female judges, prosecutors, and lawyers discourage women 
from turning to the courts. Given the social discrimination experienced by 
women, they hesitate to approach male legal consultants, particularly for 
issues such as abuse or rape. Instead, women often rely on male relatives 
to go to court in their place, or turn to them to solve their problem rather 
than taking the matter to the judiciary.2

Under Yemen’s laws, women do not enjoy the same citizenship rights 
as men. The children of male Yemeni citizens automatically receive their 
father’s citizenship, regardless of whether their mother is Yemeni.3 The 
foreign-born wife of a Yemeni man has the right to apply for citizenship 
after four years of marriage, although her husband may object to this appli-
cation. On the other hand, Yemeni women married to foreign citizens are 
unable to pass on their citizenship to their children. The government has 
taken steps to amend some of the discriminatory aspects of the law, but the 
new legislation fails from guaranteeing equality. Specifi cally, Law No. 24 
of 2003 added Article 10 to the Nationality Law (No. 6 of 1991), allow-
ing Yemeni women to transfer their citizenship to their children only if 
they are divorced, widowed, or abandoned by their non-Yemeni husbands. 
This amendment, while representing a step forward, failed to provide 
women with the unconditional right to pass on their citizenship currently 
enjoyed by Yemeni men. In March 2008, Article 3 of the nationality law 
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was amended to allow a Yemeni woman to transfer her citizenship to her 
child if the father is unknown or if he has no nationality. 

Several NGOs have played an active role in calling for equal citizen-
ship rights. The Women’s Forum for Research and Training, a Yemeni 
NGO dedicated to women’s rights, highlighted the issue in the context 
of CEDAW. Moreover, the Sisters’ Arab Forum for Human Rights (SAF) 
in March 2008 organized the fourth Democratic Forum, which discussed 
the legal challenges that hinder women’s political participation, including 
those concerning their citizenship rights.4

Women are also treated unequally in the Crimes and Penal Code (No. 
12 of 1994). According to Article 42, the fi nancial compensation (diyya, 
or blood money) owed to the family of a murdered or wrongfully killed 
woman is half that owed to the family of a male victim. The same article 
mandates that aroush, the compensation owed to a person if they have 
been permanently injured, is three times larger for an injured man than for 
an injured woman. Article 232 stipulates that a husband who kills his wife 
and her adulterous partner upon witnessing them in the act of adultery is 
subject to fi nes or up to one year in prison. This very lenient punishment 
also covers murders committed by men who fi nd a female relative in an 
adulterous situation. Women who are beaten by their male relatives upon 
suspicion of extramarital sex are often left without any legal protection. 
According to police offi cers cited in a study on such “honor crimes” in 
Yemen, women who turn to the police for help are typically brought back 
to their male relatives.5

Article 273 of the penal code criminalizes “shameful” or “immoral” 
acts, loosely defi ned as “any act that violates public discipline or public 
decency,” including nudity or exposing oneself. Violations are punish-
able by fi nes of up to 1,000 riyals or as much as one year in prison. The 
terms “public discipline” and “public decency” are left to the interpretation 
of police offi cers and judges, subject to each region’s customs and tradi-
tions. Consequently, some women have been detained simply for being 
alone with men who are not their relatives.6 Poor women or those who 
are members of marginalized groups, such as the Akhdam or Somali and 
Ethiopian refugees, are more likely to be detained or arbitrarily arrested on 
such grounds.

Political motives have also led to the arbitrary arrests of female human 
rights activists. For example, Hanan al-Wada’ai, an offi cer for the Child’s 
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Rights Program in the Swedish organization Save the Children–Sana’a, 
was snatched from the street by security personnel on March 17, 2007. 
She was detained without due process and accused of entering the Iranian 
embassy, only to be released after two hours.7 This tactic is used against 
both men and women who are politically active or involved in the defense 
of human rights.

Minorities including Jews, refugees, and the so-called Akhdam (ser-
vants)—Yemenis who are popularly believed to be descendants of East 
African invaders from the sixth century and who languish at the bottom of 
Yemen’s social ladder8—are theoretically equal before the law. However, in 
practice they face denial of state services, verbal harassment, and attacks on 
their property and persons. Female members of these groups face a double 
burden of discrimination, and hesitate to report gender-based violence for 
fear of being abused by policemen. Women who belong to the Akhdam 
minority often face different forms of sexual harassment and abuse, and in 
cases where a child or a woman dies as a result, police forces frequently fail 
to investigate. Girls are most affected by the denial of education rights, and 
women are more likely to be turned away by hospitals.

The government of the People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen (South 
Yemen), which signed CEDAW in 1984, made one reservation, declaring 
that it did not consider itself bound by Article 29, paragraph 1, relating 
to the settlement of disputes which may arise concerning the application 
or interpretation of the convention. South Yemen’s treaty obligations were 
transferred to the unifi ed Republic of Yemen in 1990, but CEDAW has 
not yet been fully implemented and incorporated into the country’s legisla-
tive and institutional framework, as indicated by the laws described above.

Women’s rights groups and civil society actors face constant obstacles 
in their attempts to combat gender discrimination because women’s rights 
issues are extremely controversial within Yemen’s conservative society. Ac -
tivists are routinely intimidated and subjected to harassment and deten-
tion without justifi cation by security forces. A’afraa al-Hariri, the head 
of Relief Center for the Care of Women in Aden, has been targeted since 
2006 for her work in support of female juveniles who are former prison-
ers and victims of gender-based violence and child marriage.9 Religious 
sheikhs, supported by semi-offi cial newspapers, also target women’s rights 
activists with damaging smear campaigns. One well-known case was that 
of Amal al-Basha, the director of the SAF. In 2006, because of her public 
call for changes to the Personal Status Law, she was vilifi ed in the mosques 
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during Friday sermons. She also received death threats, and semi-offi cial 
newspapers participated actively in infl aming the public against her.10

Women’s NGOs like SAF and the National Organization for Defending 
Rights and Freedoms have worked in cooperation with the National 
Committee on Women, a governmental body for women’s affairs estab-
lished in 1996, to advocate for amendments to the penal code. For exam-
ple, they have submitted a proposal to the government that would amend 
Article 42, which stipulates that the blood money for a slain woman is half 
that for a man. However, their recommendations have yet to be addressed.

Recommendations 

 F The government should revise Articles 3 and 31 of the constitution so 
as to embrace without reservation—religious or otherwise—the con-
cept of gender equality.

 F The government should fulfi ll its international obligations and fully inte-
grate the provisions of CEDAW into its national laws and constitution.

 F The government should take specifi c measures to allow women non-
discriminatory access to justice at all levels. These measures should in -
clude educating women on their rights and providing training to law 
enforcement offi cers and members of the judiciary regarding women’s 
rights.

 F The government should amend the penal code, striking down all arti-
cles that are biased against women and formally integrating the con-
cept of gender equality into its provisions.

 F The government should establish a mechanism that allows women’s 
rights activists to report and obtain justice for harassment they face at 
the hands of security forces. Such a mechanism may include the estab-
lishment of a legal department dedicated to dealing with these cases. 

AUTONOMY, SECURITY, AND FREEDOM OF THE PERSON

The cultural attitudes prevalent in Yemen’s tribal and traditional society have 
accorded women a low status in the family and the community. As a re  sult, 
women are subject to mental and physical abuse within the family, de  prived 
of their freedom of movement, and excluded from private decision-making 
processes. Women and girls among Yemeni Jews, Akhdam, and African 
refugees often face the worst discrimination. Studies conducted by local 
and international NGOs have highlighted the social prejudice exercised 
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against women and minorities in the name of tradition, customs, or reli-
gion. No progress has been reported on the implementation of CEDAW, 
women’s access to identity and travel documents continues to depend on 
the permission of male guardians, and the Personal Status Law remains 
discriminatory in its unequal treatment of husband and wife in their fam-
ily relations. The highly publicized case of a child divorce in 2008 led to 
a proposed law that would set the age of marriage at 17, but it is unclear 
whether Islamist and conservative members of parliament will allow the 
measure to take effect.

Freedom of religion or belief is not guaranteed by the constitution. 
Although Article 41 stipulates that “the state shall guarantee freedom of 
thought and expression of opinion in speech,” the charter does not specifi -
cally mention freedom of religion as a basic right of Yemeni citizens. This 
omission is not incidental. Article 259 of the penal code criminalizes con-
version from Islam to another religion, with violators subject to the death 
penalty. This punishment is mandated by Shari‘a, and is based on a saying 
attributed to the prophet Muhammad. Christian immigrants are allowed 
to practice their religion publicly, for instance in the churches of Aden, but 
they observe a degree of self-restraint out of fear of Islamic fundamental-
ists. By the same token, Yemeni Jews, both men and women, have been 
targeted by Islamic fundamentalists and public anti-Semitism. Muslim 
women are not allowed to work as religious preachers or imams, although 
they are often recruited to disseminate Islamists’ ideology as activists. 

Freedom of movement for Yemeni women is restricted. A woman is 
un      able to obtain a personal identity card or passport without the consent 
of her guardian, who is her closest male relative.11 This is not based on 
any valid law but is the customary practice of the authorities. A personal 
identity card is essential for a woman seeking to enter the workforce or 
ac  cess various state services. In a demonstration of the restrictions on for-
eign travel, female activists with the SAF were denied their passports at 
the Migration and Passport Department on June 1, 2008, because they 
were not accompanied by their male guardians.12 It was unclear whether 
the decision was motivated by the SAF’s role in defending human rights. 
However, these restrictions are systematically implemented, and women 
can only bypass them if they are well connected socially.

The Personal Status Law (No. 20 of 1992) and the amendments enacted 
through Law No. 27 of 1998 and Law No. 24 of 1999 discriminate against 
women in matters concerning marriage, divorce, and child custody, and 
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treat women as inferior members of the family. Discriminatory provisions 
include the requirement that a male guardian approve of a marriage before 
the contract can be completed, and rules that allow a man to marry up to 
four women (Articles 16 and 12, respectively). Article 40 mandates that 
a wife must obey her husband by deferring to his choice for their place of 
residence, following his orders and undertaking her domestic chores, not 
leaving her marriage residence without his permission, and fulfi lling his 
sexual desires. This fi nal provision fl agrantly legitimizes sexual violence 
and rape within marriage.

Moreover, the husband has the right to talaq, a form of unilateral di -
vorce without justifi cation in which he has only to pronounce the sen-
tence “I repudiate you” three times. Article 58 of the Personal Status Law 
does not specify whether the husband should say the sentence to his wife 
directly, nor does it require a witness or notifi cation of a court. It simply 
states that the divorce becomes valid once the husband utters the sentence 
with the intention of divorcing his wife. 

A woman has the right to ask for a divorce if she can prove that her 
husband has caused her harm. According to Articles 47 through 55, 
“harm” includes the husband’s mental sickness or alcoholism, his inability 
to pro  vide for his family or his wife fi nancially, his absence in an unknown 
place or outside the country for more than one year, his imprisonment 
for more than three years, or the basic reason that the wife hates him. 
Alternatively, she may seek out a khula divorce, in which she ends the 
marriage in exchange for her fi nancial rights. A husband’s consent is nec-
essary for khula to take effect. Nevertheless, this alternative is often used 
by women of greater economic means, who can afford its fi nancial sacri-
fi ce. Khula is not a viable option for women who are entirely fi nancially 
dependent on their husbands, namely the majority of Yemeni women. In 
addition to the general diffi culties, noted above, that women face when 
attempting to access the judicial system, their chances of securing a divorce 
often depends on the judge’s sympathy—an arbitrary factor that cannot be 
guaranteed in every case.

Women’s ability to negotiate their full and equal marriage rights 
is severely limited by both social customs and the Personal Status Law. 
According to Article 15, the permission and signature of a woman’s 
male guardian is required for a marriage contract to be valid. Although 
the law states in Article 10 that any marriage contracted by force is void 
and requires in Article 23 the bride’s consent to marry, Article 7 does not 
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require the presence of the bride to seal a marriage contract. Only the 
presence of her guardian and the prospective groom is required, leading 
to cases in which women are married without ever having been informed 
and must either accept the marriage or face intimidation or violence from 
their male guardians and families. Those who dare to marry without per-
mission face legal punishment. According to the fi ndings of Oxfam’s Legal 
Protection and Advocacy Program, women who married without their 
guardians’ consent or who escaped to marry men of their choice have been 
charged with adultery or shameful acts.13 Adultery is punishable by up to 
100 lashes if committed by unmarried men or women, a sentence that is 
frequently carried out.

Article 15 of the amended Personal Status Law of 1999 permits child 
marriage if there is “an interest” in such a union. The law is ambiguous in 
its wording and does not indicate what it means by an “interest,” nor does 
it specify whose interest should be taken into account. In practice, both 
girls and boys are subjected to child marriage, especially in rural areas. 
However, due to economic factors, girls are more likely to be married off 
to adult men in exchange for dowries. 

The recent case of Nojoud, an eight-year-old girl who was married to a 
32-year-old neighbor against her will, caused local as well as international 
uproar and illustrates the limited extent to which a child can negotiate her 
full and equal marriage rights.14 Although Nojoud repeatedly rejected the 
marriage, she was forced to consent under pressure. Her husband imme-
diately consummated the marriage. Traumatized by this sexual abuse, the 
child went to a court alone in 2008 and, at the age of 10, demanded 
a divorce. Thanks to the combined support of her lawyer, Shatha Nasr, 
and the judge handling her case, Mohammed al-Kadi, Nojoud was able 
to get an annulment. The resulting public debate led to the introduction 
of a draft law by women’s rights activists that would set an age limit for 
marriage at 17. Although the parliament initially approved the draft in 
February 2009, opposition from Islamist factions led to a postponement 
of its enactment “for further deliberation.”

Yemeni girls and female noncitizens are the two populations most likely 
to suffer from gender-based, slavery-like conditions. The number of female 
refugees arriving in Yemen increased substantially beginning in June 30, 
2008, although a half of the new arrivals intend to move to Saudi Arabia.15 
Fleeing war and persecution in the Horn of Africa and desperately seek-
ing protection or economic opportunities in the Gulf and beyond, these 
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women often fall prey to human traffi ckers and are more likely to end up in 
slavery-like conditions. With 42 percent of the population living under the 
poverty line, some Yemeni families are forced to sell their young daughters 
to rich men from the Gulf as a source of income. The young brides of these 
unions, referred to as “tourist marriages,” are sexually exploited for several 
months and then divorced and left traumatized.16

The 1994 constitution specifi cally omitted Article 33 of the 1991 con-
stitution, which forbade the use of cruel or degrading forms of punish-
ment and declared that “no laws permitting such means may be enacted.” 
Refl ecting this omission, cruel, inhuman, and degrading punishments are 
in  tegrated into the penal code today. For instance, Article 38 sanctions 
ex  ecution by stoning, amputation of body parts, and crucifi xion as means 
of punishment. Several cases arose in 2006 and 2007 in which women of 
poor economic means were convicted of adultery and sentenced to death 
by stoning. Although these cases have since been successfully appealed, 
they suggest that such punishments are more than theoretical, particularly 
when it comes to impoverished women.17

Domestic violence is not penalized, and there is little reliable data on 
the prevalence of the phenomenon.18 There are no shelters in Yemen for the 
victims of domestic abuse. The problem is compounded by the reluctance 
of abused women to turn to the police for help, the fear of social stigma, 
police offi cers’ lack of sensitivity toward such cases, and the absence of 
female social workers and offi cers who are qualifi ed to deal with women’s 
cases.19 Studies have suggested that women accept some forms of violence 
as legitimate on religious grounds.20 Sura IV, Verse 34 of the Koran lays 
out the “disciplinary” steps that a husband can follow in the case of his 
wife’s noshouz, or disobedience, the last of which is beating her. This verse 
has been used by some religious preachers to justify the beating of women. 

Domestic violence in cases related to honor is a concealed phenom-
enon in Yemen. Normally such cases are handled discreetly within the 
family and rarely reach police records. If the parties to the problem are not 
relatives, it is often resolved amicably through tribal mechanisms. Cases 
of honor-related homicide perpetrated against women are usually not re -
ported, and no health certifi cate is required for a burial, particularly in 
rural areas. As a result, such deaths are often attributed to natural causes.21

Rape, sexual abuse and exploitation, sexual harassment, human traf -
fi cking, and forced prostitution are all crimes under Yemeni law. How-
ever, refugee women and girls face high incidences of such sexual and 
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gender-based violence both inside and outside their homes, according 
to the Offi ce of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) 
and Yemeni authorities. The UNHCR estimated the number of refugees 
as of February 4, 2009, to be 140,148, a third of whom were women.22 
Refugee women, usually employed as domestic workers in urban areas, are 
at risk of serious exploitation, including poor working conditions, rela-
tively low pay, and sexual abuse. Moreover, some refugee women resort to 
prostitution and survival sex to support themselves and their dependents. 
“Survival sex” is a term used by UNHCR to describe a situation in which 
female refugees are forced to sell themselves to survive.

Women’s rights groups and civil society actors working to improve the 
status of women have often faced harassment, obstacles, and hostile social 
attitudes. Shatha Mohammad Nasr, a prominent women’s rights activist 
and lawyer, met with insults and accusations that she was trying to disturb 
social customs when she represented Nojoud, the child bride in the 2008 
divorce case. Family members of her client launched such verbal attacks 
even within the courthouse.23

Yemeni NGOs have been active in fostering awareness of and com-
bating violence against women. As a consequence of the Nojoud case, 
the Yemeni Network for Combating Violence against Women, known 
as SHIMA, collaborated with the Higher Council for Motherhood and 
Childhood to organize a two-day workshop in the Yemeni parliament 
in May 2009. The workshop, which was attended by Yemeni lawmak-
ers, covered issues including FGM and the minimum age of marriage, 
and called for the amendment of laws that did not provide protection 
to children. On another front, the SAF commissioned a study on honor 
crimes and organized in May 2005 a panel discussion on the issue. The 
results of this effort were published in a document entitled Crimes of 
Honor in Yemen.24

Recommendations

 F The government should reform the Personal Status Law to bring it into 
compliance with CEDAW; this should include amendments to Articles 
12, 15, 16, 40, and 58.

 F The parliament should approve the draft law setting the minimum 
age of marriage at 17, and the government should take appropriate 
measures to ensure that the law is properly implemented, especially in 
rural areas.
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 F The government should outlaw domestic violence and establish a safe 
and secure mechanism that helps women to fi le complaints against 
their abusers. It should build shelters for abused women, establish a 
telephone hotline for victims of violence, take serious steps to hire and 
train female police offi cers to deal with women’s cases, and provide 
training courses for policemen on this issue.

 F The government should take active measures to protect minorities and 
ensure their safety. It should establish a legal department to deal with 
complaints from minorities and create a task force that monitors their 
access to education and health services.

 F Yemeni NGOs should coordinate their work in highlighting the gen-
der discrimination sanctioned by the Personal Status Law, and join 
together in their efforts to foster awareness regarding minorities’ rights, 
honor crimes, and domestic violence.

ECONOMIC RIGHTS AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

Women’s economic rights and opportunities in Yemen are undermined by 
social barriers as well as defi ciencies in the state’s ability to implement and 
coordinate its economic development efforts. These obstacles have led to a 
wide gap between offi cially announced plans and actual conditions.

 Women’s fi nancial dependence on their male relatives or husbands 
continues due to a combination of cultural and economic factors, and 
the gender gap in education remains as large as ever. The government has 
taken some positive steps in recent years to protect women from gender-
based employment discrimination, but they were restricted to Yemenis and 
did not extend to noncitizen residents. Women were allowed to enroll 
in the High Judicial Institute for the fi rst time in 2007, and the Central 
Security Agency has started to accept female applicants. Despite require-
ments mentioned in Yemeni laws, no daycare facilities exist in any public 
institutions or private companies. 

No laws prohibit women from owning or having full and indepen-
dent use of their land and property, and women technically have full and 
independent use of their income and assets. However, patriarchal tribal 
customs, widespread illiteracy, and women’s ignorance of their economic 
rights have prevented them from exercising these rights in practice. Instead, 
they often hand over the administration of their property and income to 
their male relatives.
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Women have limited inheritance rights, which are further under-
mined by tribal customs. Article 23 of the 1994 constitution provides that 
“the right of inheritance is guaranteed in accordance with Islamic tenets 
(Shari‘a).” Shari‘a holds that among benefi ciaries who have the same degree 
of familial proximity to the deceased (such as brothers and sisters), men 
are generally entitled to twice as much as women. In practice, even this 
inferior share is often withheld from women by male relatives, particularly 
in rural areas.25 In an effort to keep property within a family, some women 
are forced to marry relatives. Despite documentation of these violations, 
the government has yet to suggest policies that would enable women to 
ob  tain their full inheritance rights.

With respect to economic activity, there is a divergence between what 
is legally possible for women and what is actually put into practice. The 
laws permit women to freely enter into business contracts and activities at 
all levels. However, according to the Annual Report on the State of Women 
2007 published by the National Committee on Women, only a limited 
number of women are able to exercise these rights. Dominant social 
norms, which reject gender equality in the household and pressure women 
to stay home, have made it diffi cult for them to engage in innovative entre-
preneurial activities.26 Women with backgrounds in the upper-middle or 
upper classes are more likely to break away from traditional social con-
straints than those with a lower socioeconomic status. Equality of oppor-
tunity among women is therefore not guaranteed.

The constitution and other national laws emphasize education as a 
right for all citizens, regardless of sex. The government has paid great at -
tention to girls’ education and considers education to be a cornerstone 
of economic development. This conviction is refl ected in general educa-
tion policies and short-term plans. Important measures that have been 
im  plemented since 2007 aim to encourage impoverished households to 
send their girls to school in exchange for food rations provided by the UN 
World Food Programme.27

However, these policies have so far failed to produce the expected re -
sults. Enrollment levels remain unchanged compared with four years ago. 
The literacy rate among Yemeni women—40.5 percent in 2007, com-
pared with 77 percent for men—is still one of the lowest in the Middle 
East and North Africa (MENA) region.28 The dropout rate among girls in 
elementary school is 15 percent, compared with 13 percent for boys.29 And 
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the general education gap between females and males remains signifi cant, 
as Table 1 demonstrates:

 Education Indicators Male Female

 Primary Enrollment 85.1% 64.9%
 Secondary Enrollment 48.5% 25.8%
 Primary Completion Rate 73.9% 46.2%
 Expected Years of Schooling 10.6 years 6.6 years

Table 1.  Education Gender Indicators According to Education Level 
(World Bank Gender Statistics, 2007)

Article 54 of the constitution maintains that education is compulsory 
and free, but in practice it is neither, and there are no monitoring mecha-
nisms to ensure that parents send their children to school. The fact that 
many parents in rural areas do not register the birth of their daughters 
complicates the matter further. The law does not penalize parents who 
deprive their children of an education. On the matter of cost, Article 
8 of the Law on Education (No. 45 of 1992) holds that education is 
free at all levels and guaranteed by the state to its citizens. Nevertheless, 
fees are required to register pupils in schools, and parents are asked to 
buy educational materials for their children. Prior to the presidential and 
local council elections in 2006, the education minister issued a resolution 
exempting male students from school fees until grade three, and female 
students until grade six. The move was interpreted as a political maneu-
ver aimed at securing more votes for the president and his party, and the 
decree was never fully applied.30

Widespread poverty has negatively affected both male and female pu -
pils’ ability to attain a decent education. Children are often removed from 
school by their parents to work and contribute to the household income. 
Girls are more likely to remain illiterate as a result of their family’s poverty. 
In fact, in rural areas, 43.5 percent of girls aged 10 to 14 are illiterate, com-
pared with 13.3 percent of boys. The rate increases with age: 57.4 percent 
of girls aged 15 to 17 are illiterate, compared with 12.1 percent of boys. 
The trend is less obvious in urban areas, where 11.9 percent of girls aged 
10 to 14 and 18.2 percent of girls aged 15 to 17 are illiterate, compared 
with 4.7 percent and 6.7 percent of boys, respectively.31
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Access to higher education remains limited for both men and women. 
Ac  cording to World Bank data for 2007, the gross school enrollment rate 
at the tertiary level was 5 percent for women and 13.5 percent for men.32 
There are no formal restrictions on the subjects women can study at uni-
versity, but they are often expected to focus on the social rather than the 
natural sciences. Most universities are not segregated by gender, although 
one private Islamist university, Al-Iman, does impose segregation between 
male and female students.

According to the Labor Law (No. 5 of 1995) and the Civil Service Law 
(No. 19 of 1991), women have the same right as men to work and occupy 
public offi ce. Yet the patriarchal nature of Yemeni society often restricts 
women’s freedom to choose their profession. Women’s male relatives often 
interfere with their decisions on such matters, and social norms dictate 
that certain professions, such as teaching, public administration, and med-
icine, are more appropriate for a woman. These norms also emphasize that 
society most favors women’s reproductive role. Yemen’s 2007 report to the 
UN CEDAW committee noted that the economic participation rate is 
22.8 percent for women and 69.2 percent for men. Women’s participation 
is generally limited to traditional activities such as agriculture and handi-
crafts, and most women work in the informal sector. High illiteracy rates, 
a lack of skills, and inadequate training contribute to women’s limited 
participation in the workforce.33

The government has taken some positive measures to protect women 
from discrimination in employment. Decree No. 191 of 2007 dictates 
the abolition of such discrimination, though it is restricted to Yemenis 
and does not improve conditions for noncitizen residents. Also in 2007, 
women were allowed to enroll in the High Judicial Institute for the fi rst 
time. A certifi cate from the institute is a prerequisite for a career as a judge. 
Prior to this change, all female Yemeni judges came from the former South 
Yemen, whose socialist policies fostered women’s emancipation. In a more 
recent development, the previously closed male domain of the Central 
Security Agency, which has responsibilities ranging from ensuring the 
safety of property and persons to border security and counterterrorism, 
announced in March 2009 that it would begin accepting female applicants 
to be trained as part of women’s police units. 

Some professions, such as the army, are still limited to men, and so -
cial customs prevent women from becoming taxi drivers, construction 
workers, or car mechanics. Systemic nepotism and corruption limits the 
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opportunity for qualifi ed men and women to be hired by an employer 
with whom they lack a previous relationship.

Yemeni laws do not include provisions penalizing sexual harassment 
in the workplace, and only 17 complaints of such harassment were regis-
tered in police records during 2007.34 There are few valid statistics on this 
issue, but several cases were documented through a hotline provided by 
the Yemeni Society for Psychological Health in Aden.35 Somali refugees 
or Ethiopian, Eritrean, and Southeast Asian female expatriates working as 
domestic servants expressed unwillingness to fi le offi cial complaints, fear-
ing social stigma or the loss of their jobs.36 Yemeni women are no different, 
often declining to report sexual harassment due to social prejudice that 
often blames them rather than the perpetrators.

Gender-based employment benefi ts are offered to women on a lim-
ited basis. Women are entitled to 60 days of maternity leave, according to 
Article 59 of the Civil Service Law. This short period is not suffi cient to 
meet the intensive demands of childrearing at this early stage, and should 
be increased to at least three months. Men are denied a parental leave 
under this law. Article 45 of the Labor Law requires Yemeni entities that 
employ more than 50 women to provide daycare facilities; Article 106 
of the Child Rights Law (No. 45 of 2002) repeats this mandate but low-
ers the requisite number of female employees to 20. Despite these legal 
provisions, no daycare facilities exist in any public institutions or private 
companies.37

Yemeni NGOs, local organizations, news portals,38 and women’s activ-
ists that promote economic rights and equal opportunity for women have 
successfully raised awareness in Yemeni society of some of the major top-
ics involved. They are credited with breaking taboos surrounding certain 
issues, such as sexual harassment, and have pushed for relevant changes 
in Yemeni laws. These efforts culminated in 2008 in a Dutch-funded 
proj  ect that aims to provide better protection for women and children 
exposed to violence and sexual abuse. The SAF will implement the four-
year project in all 21 governorates of Yemen; it will include training courses, 
capacity-building activities, and a review of current laws, in addition to a 
telephone hotline for complaints from women and children exposed to 
sexual harassment. 

On another front, the Federation of the Yemeni Chambers of Com -
merce and Industry, the Yemen General Federation of Workers’ Trade 
Unions, and the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour (MOSAL) joined 
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forces to implement a technical cooperation project entitled “Promoting 
Decent Work and Gender Equality in Yemen” (2004–08), with fi nancial 
support from the government of the Netherlands. The project focused on 
en  hancing the capacities of MOSAL and other institutions in coordinat-
ing the implementation of the national strategy on women’s employment. 
It encouraged positive perceptions of female employees among policymak-
ers, employers, workers, media, and other stakeholders.39

Recommendations 

 F The government should establish a mechanism that would allow women 
to fi le complaints regarding denial of their inheritance. It should estab-
lish a section in the court system that specifi cally deals with female 
inheritance denials and provide it with the necessary resources to rem-
edy this problem.

 F NGOs should conduct awareness campaigns in rural areas on women’s 
inheritance rights and establish voluntary legal advice centers that can 
advise women on how to fully realize their inheritance rights.

 F Maternity leave should be increased to a minimum of three months at 
full pay.

 F The government should enforce the requirement that public and pri-
vate sectors provide daycare for young children in their facilities. It 
should allocate the necessary fi nancial resources in its yearly budget to 
such facilities in the public sector, and impose fi nancial penalties on 
private institutions that fail to comply with the law.

 F The government should promulgate laws that criminalize sexual ha -
rass  ment and discrimination, and establish a mechanism, such as a 
legal department or a telephone hotline, that will allow women to fi le 
gender-based discrimination and sexual harassment complaints. 

 F The government should implement its education and antipoverty poli-
cies and take active measures to eliminate the gap between men and 
women in these areas.

POLITICAL RIGHTS AND CIVIC VOICE 

Yemeni women have enjoyed political rights to varying degrees for several 
decades. Those from South Yemen gained full political rights under the 
1970 constitution, while those from North Yemen were able to vote and 
run for offi ce in the country’s fi rst local elections in 1983.40 In 2006, for 
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the fi rst time in Yemeni history, women were nominated in a presidential 
election, although none of the three female candidates made it through the 
en  tire nomination process in the bicameral parliament. And for the fi rst 
time in the history of Islah, the main Islamist opposition party, pressure by 
its female activists has led to the election of women to its higher decision-
making councils. However, the party continues to oppose women’s candi-
dacy in elections for public offi ce. Political maneuvering and opportunism 
by both the GPC and opposition parties generally prevented the nomina-
tion of women in the 2006 elections, and the rate of political participation 
by women remains as low as ever.

Offi cial and social biases have led to comprehensive exclusion of women 
from Yemeni political life, despite constitutional and legislative provisions 
that guarantee their political equality with men. Article 41 of the constitu-
tion guarantees a citizen’s right to “participate in the political, economic, 
social and cultural life of the country” and “the freedom of thought and 
expression of opinion in speech, writing, and photography.” Similarly, 
Article 42 provides all citizens with the right to be elected or nominated 
as a candidate in an election and the right to participate in referendums. 
Finally, Article 57 grants citizens the right to “organize themselves along 
political, professional, and union lines.” Neither the constitution nor the 
Election Law (No. 13 of 2001) set restrictions on women’s voting and 
nomination rights. From a legal perspective, therefore, Yemeni women 
have the right to peaceful assembly, to freedom of expression, and to par-
ticipate in competitive and democratic elections with full and equal suf-
frage. However, these rights are often violated on various levels in practice.

Women face continued discrimination within politics and are unable 
to compete in elections on an equal footing with men. Since the country’s 
1990 unifi cation, three elections (1993, 1997, 2003) have been held for 
the lower house of parliament, the House of Representatives, but women 
have never held more than two of the 301 seats. Similarly, few women have 
been appointed to executive posts or the 111-member upper house, the 
Consultative Council, since its creation in 2001.

The results of the 2006 local council elections illustrated the gap that 
ex  ists between what offi cials have promised and what has been delivered. 
During the 2006 campaign, President Salih publicly called on women to 
nominate themselves, pledging to support independent candidates from 
the state budget. He appealed to male candidates to withdraw in favor 
of their female colleagues, and said that 15 percent of the candidates 
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nominated by the GPC would be women.41 Women responded to the call, 
and their numbers among the candidates reportedly increased. However, 
there is no evidence that independent candidates received state funding or 
that male GPC candidates withdrew from the election. On the contrary, 
women were apparently harassed and verbally intimidated by the GPC 
on a large scale, and the GPC did not meet its goal of 15 percent female 
candidates.42

These elections also demonstrated the practical diffi culties—both 
social and fi scal—faced by female candidates. Women generally ran as 
independents and lacked the benefi t of institutional support that many 
of their male counterparts enjoyed. Women were also restricted in their 
ability to canvass publicly or show their faces on campaign posters for 
fear of allegations against their morality. In addition, there were credible 
reports that female candidates experienced discrimination during the reg-
istration process, including instances in which applications were arbitrarily 
refused by the main electoral district committees.43 Nevertheless, the gen-
erally negative treatment of female voters and candidates seemed to have 
no effect on the fi nal voting patterns among women, suggesting that they 
tend to cast their ballots based on tribal or familial loyalties rather than 
their own free choice or interests.44 

Ultimately, only 131 women competed with 28,498 men in the 2006 
local elections, which fi lled councils for the 21 governorates and 333 dis-
tricts. Just 37 of these female candidates, or 0.5 percent of over 7,000 
successful candidates, were elected, and all but four of these were with 
the GPC. The results echoed the 2003 parliamentary vote, in which only 
11 women competed against 1,385 men for the 301-seat lower house, 
and just one woman succeeded.45 The Yemeni government’s lack of sup-
port was also evident, as only two women were appointed to the 111-seat 
Consultative Council. Table 2 gives an overview of female representation 
in the legislative and local councils:46 

Type of Council Women Men Female Share

House of Representatives 1 300 0.3%
Consultative Council 2 109 1.8%
Local Councils 37 7,000 0.5%
Total 40 7,409 0.5%

Table 2. Female Representation in the Legislative and Local Councils
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Although Yemeni political parties claim to support women as full party 
members with equal rights and duties, women are separated into distinct 
units and premises by most of the political parties, and generally occupy 
few leadership positions.47 The Islah party underwent an internal transfor-
mation in 2006 after its female members demanded to be fully integrated 
into leadership positions. That year, women were elected for the fi rst time 
to Islah’s General Secretariat and Shura Council. They now represent 38.1 
percent of the General Secretariat, the top leadership body in the party. 
In March 2009, the 5,000-member assembly of Islah unanimously voted 
against a Salafi  fatwa, or religious edict, that had denied women the right 
to political participation in these decision-making bodies.

Despite an agreement between the ruling and opposition parties in 
2006 that called for all to support women’s legal rights, half of the parties 
did not nominate any female candidates. Chief among them was Islah, 
which adhered staunchly to its public rejection of female candidacy despite 
its acceptance of women in the internal party hierarchy. Due to Islah’s 
stance against women’s nomination, the fi ve leading opposition parties 
that had formed a coalition with Islah were hesitant to name female can-
didates for fear of undermining their own electoral chances.48 The Yemeni 
Socialist Party (YSP) was the only party that offered additional support to 
its female candidates.49

In general, women’s ability to participate in the political arena and in -
fl uence decision making is consistently and severely compromised by wide-
spread negative attitudes toward their involvement. This problem is rooted 
in the belief—shared by many women as well as men—that women inher-
ently lack the capacity to fully engage in public life. Moreover, Islamic fun-
damentalists have targeted the few gains made in women’s political rights 
in recent years on religious grounds. In June 2008, a group of Salafi st 
sheikhs issued a small handbook that petitions against quotas for women’s 
political participation, arguing that “opening the door for women to leave 
their houses and mix with men will lead to sexual chaos.”50

Women remain signifi cantly underrepresented in the judiciary and the 
executive branch, although some positive developments have occurred in 
recent years. The fi rst female judge was appointed to the Supreme Court 
in September 2006. Also that year, women ran for president for the fi rst 
time in Yemeni history: three women were among 49 potential candidates 
in the run-up to the September presidential election. According to Article 
66 of the Elections Law (No. 13 of 2001), the application of a potential 
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candidate for the presidency must be approved by at least 5 percent of all 
members of the bicameral parliament who attend the session. None of the 
female applicants secured the required endorsement, and only fi ve male 
candidates were approved.51 Table 3 provides more detail on female repre-
sentation in the judicial and executive branches:52

Position Women Men Female Share

Minister 31 2 6.1%
Ambassador 116 2 1.7%
Deputy Minister 214 2 0.9%
General Manager 4,971 186 3.6%
Judge 953 85 8.2%

Table 3. Female Representation in Judiciary and Government (2007)

In recent years, security forces have implemented heavy-handed polices 
toward opposition groups and journalists who criticize the government. 
Men have been targeted more than women. Citizens of both gender were 
allowed to demonstrate and express their anger over the Danish cartoons 
of the prophet Muhammad in 2006 and the war in Gaza in 2008, but 
when demonstrations were held to express social and political grievances, 
security forces used violent and oppressive measures to break them up. 
Such was the case with the 2007 demonstrations by retirees in several 
southern regions who were protesting their forced retirement and dire eco-
nomic situation, and with follow-up protests that occurred in April 2008.

If Yemeni authorities consider a female journalist to be independent 
or part of the opposition, she is bound to face obstacles in the conduct of 
her work. Tawakol Abd al-Salam Karman, president of Women Journalists 
Without Chains (WJWC), a domestic NGO that monitors and docu-
ments abuses related to freedom of expression, was forcibly stopped from 
covering a political opposition strike in November 2008. Security person-
nel surrounded her and forcibly expelled her from the area.53 The same 
organization was denied the right to publish a newspaper in 2007. The 
Ministry of Information has often politicized decisions on newspaper 
closures, violating the clear guidelines provided by the Law of Press and 
Publications (No. 25 of 1990).54 These sorts of denials highlight the con-
trol the government exercises over the media and its growing attempts to 
silence critical coverage.
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Women have limited freedom to access and use information to em -
power themselves in all areas of their civic and political lives. The 2006 
local elections demonstrated that high levels of illiteracy among women 
severely constrained their exposure to information about the elections and 
their wider civil and political rights. The broadcast media are controlled by 
the government, and even among literate women, the Internet is a practical 
means of communication for a small, well-educated minority. Many of the 
voter-education initiatives specifi cally aimed at women were inadequate 
in reaching their target audience. Civil society organizations representing 
women demonstrated enthusiasm in their efforts to support women in 
the elections, but they suffered from a lack of coordination, partisanship 
among key fi gures, and a dearth of positive female role models.55 

Recommendations

 F The government should amend its laws to establish a reasonable mi n   -
imum quota for women in all legislative, executive, and judicial 
structures.

 F The government and NGOs should combine their efforts and launch 
public-awareness campaigns, using television and radio advertisements 
that highlight the importance of women’s participation in political and 
civic life.

 F Civil society organizations should create a body during election peri-
ods to foster cooperation in their efforts to promote women’s political 
participation.

 F The NGOs and private sector should establish a permanent center that 
specializes in providing training for young women aspiring to enter 
political life.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS

Yemen is ranked 140 out of 182 countries in the UN Development Pro-
gramme’s 2009 Human Development Index. Its gross national income 
per capita was just US$864 (2007 estimate), although that represented 
an improvement from US$491 in 2000. The recent drop in oil prices has 
struck at the main source of national income and will no doubt affect 
the implementation of Yemen’s development plans. The country’s meager 
resources and dire economic situation have left it unable to fulfi ll its obli-
gations in providing health and education services to its citizens. Yemen’s 
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maternal mortality rate remains one of the highest in the MENA region. 
In rural areas especially, male relatives deny women what legal rights they 
have with respect to health care and maternity. NGOs and female journal-
ists have been active in promoting women’s social and cultural rights, but 
some have consequently faced smear campaigns aimed at intimidating them.

Articles 54 and 55 of the constitution state that all citizens have the 
right to health care and that the government has the responsibility to 
provide free health services by establishing hospitals and other medical 
in  stitutions. Yemen’s 2007 country report to the UN CEDAW commit-
tee places a special emphasis on women’s health, particularly with respect 
to pregnancy, childbirth, postnatal care, care for working mothers, and 
nutrition for the child and mother.56 The objectives of the Population 
Action Plan of 2001–05 included providing health care to 60 percent of 
pregnant women, increasing attended births to 40 percent, and provid-
ing postnatal care to 15 percent of women. As of 2007, however, only 
35.7 percent of all births were attended by skilled health staff. There are 
no updated fi gures on the share of pregnant women receiving prenatal 
care, which was 41.4 percent in 2003.57 The government’s stated goals are 
quite diffi cult to achieve, especially if only a small portion of the budget 
is allocated to the health sector.58 In addition, the government announced 
in 2008 that it would cut its budget allocations for ministries and institu-
tions by 50 percent, which is bound to make the health goals even harder 
to attain.59

Yemeni women generally lack the freedom to make independent deci-
sions about their health and reproductive rights. On a social level, they are 
absent from most such decision making within their families, and are often 
unaware of their rights to use contraception and determine the number of 
children they wish to bear. On a legal and offi cial level, women must get 
permission from their husbands before they can undergo an operation on 
the uterus—including a hysterectomy or a cesarean section—or obtain 
contraceptives.60

The maternal mortality rate is one of the highest in the MENA region, 
at 430 per 100,000 live births.61 Several factors contribute to this, includ-
ing early marriage and teenage pregnancy, short birth intervals, high fertil-
ity rates (5.5 births per woman as of 2007), malnutrition, and anemia. The 
lack of access to and availability of skilled care during pregnancy is also a 
serious problem. Even where the medical infrastructure exists, the lack of 
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female health workers inhibits women’s access because they are reluctant to 
consult male doctors. Weak logistics and supervision systems are chronic 
shortcomings that lead to unreliable services.62

Yemeni women are not protected from harmful, gender-based tra-
ditional practices. Early and forced marriages, as well as female genital 
mutilation (FGM), are seen as part of Yemeni culture. FGM is also wide-
spread among the refugee communities, especially the Somalis. It is often 
practiced among Yemeni Sunni Muslims living in the coastal and south-
ern areas of the country, but is not practiced at all among Yemen’s Zaydi 
and Ismaili Shiites. While national fi gures hide regional variations, the 
1997 Demographic Health Survey reported that FGM prevalence among 
newborn girls was as high as 97.3 percent in Hodeida, 96.6 percent in 
Hadramout, 96.5 percent in Al-Mahra, 82.2 percent in Aden, and 45.5 
percent in the capital, Sana’a. 

There is no law against FGM, although a ministerial decree that took 
effect on January 9, 2001, did prohibit the practice in both government 
and private health facilities.63 According to the UN news agency, the fi rst 
public discussion of FGM in Yemen took place in 2001, at a seminar on 
women’s health issues sponsored by the Ministry of Public Health and 
funded by the U.S.-based MacArthur Foundation. Campaigns to elimi-
nate the practice have since been carried out across the country. Some 
of the largest public and private NGOs devoted to women’s issues have 
shaken off their previous hesitance to tackle this issue and run public-
awareness campaigns on television, radio, and in community gatherings to 
discourage the practice. For example, the Girls’ Health Project, conducted 
by the National Committee on Women in Aden and International Health 
and Development Associates (IHDA), sponsored 12 local organizations to 
carry out awareness campaigns across the Aden governorate between 2001 
and 2003.64 The Yemeni government, supported by UN agencies, has also 
started in the last two years to target refugee communities with awareness 
campaigns against FGM.

Yemeni civil society is active and vibrant despite increased reports of 
offi cial harassment of NGOs working in the fi eld of human and woman’s 
rights. It is widely accepted that around 2,900 NGOs are registered and 
working in Yemen.65 However, no reliable records exist regarding the num-
ber of women’s NGOs participating in and infl uencing community life, 
public policies, and social development at local levels. Despite this lack of 
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documentation, it is worth mentioning that some of these NGOs, such 
as the SAF, have gained local as well as international recognition for their 
contributions to civic life. The SAF has been at the forefront in creating 
awareness and fostering debates on women’s issues and rights. In 2008, the 
government of the Netherlands chose it to implement a US$700,000 proj-
ect that aims to provide better protection for women and children exposed 
to violence and sexual abuse.

Women remain underrepresented in the media, limiting their abil-
ity to infl uence content and shape public perceptions on gender issues. 
Only 703 women were employed in the media across all sectors, compared 
with 4,302 men. In particular, women’s representation in senior positions 
within the media remains very low, and the appointment of a woman to 
such positions is considered exceptional. The only female deputy minister 
of information has left her post to serve in United Nations.66

While the media generally portray women in stereotyped roles as moth-
ers and housewives, new forms of press harassment have started to target 
women activists. Quasi-offi cial newspapers, such as Addastour, Al-Bilad, 
and Akhbar al-Yum, have published slanderous articles about female jour-
nalists or civil society activists that provoked traditional segments of the 
community against them. Victims of such verbal assaults include Rashida 
al-Qaili, Samia al-Aghbari, Mahasin al-Hawati, Rahma Hugira, and Amal 
Basha.67 These tactics aim to intimidate women activists and journalists 
into silence, adding yet another obstacle to their participation in Yemeni 
civic life. 

As the poverty gap in Yemen is widening, women represent the vast 
majority of the poor. The Annual Report on the State of Women 2007 found 
that of the families living below the poverty line, 17.5 percent are headed 
by women, an increase of 4.5 percent compared with four years ago. In 
addition, the average income of a family headed by a woman is one-third 
less than that of families headed by men. Poverty leads to a higher school 
dropout rate and affects girls more than boys, especially in the rural areas. 
Due to women’s lower status in society and the preferential treatment boys 
receive within the family, women, including pregnant women, are more 
likely to suffer from malnutrition in poor households. In a country where 
42 percent of the population lives under the poverty line, the effects of this 
defi ciency on future generations are serious. The combination of poverty, 
lack of health services, and illiteracy has contributed to the country’s high 
infant mortality rate, which stands at 69 per 1,000 live births.68
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Women have a legal right to own and use housing as individuals, but 
they face discrimination in the case of divorce. Unlike the 1974 family 
law of South Yemen, which allocated the marital house to the wife if she 
maintained custody of children, the current Personal Status Law denies her 
these benefi ts. Hence, unless she owns the marital house, she is required to 
leave it with her children after a divorce.

Yemeni women have begun to challenge more conservative Islamic in -
terpretations regarding the proper role for women in society and actively 
campaign against gender-based violence practiced in the name of tradition 
and custom. However, they face continuous attacks by Islamic fundamental-
ists who attempt to smear their reputations, accusing them of undermining 
Islamic teachings and social morals. They have also increasingly become a 
target of harassment by security forces, which systematically suppress human 
rights activism in general. Combined with negative public attitudes regarding 
women’s participation in public life, these factors present daunting obstacles 
to women’s rights activists. Yet their determination to continue their efforts 
and exercise their rights despite such adversity is a reason for optimism. 

Recommendations 

 F The government should increase its budget allocations for the health 
sector so as to fully implement its policies on improving women’s access 
to health services.

 F The government should take active measures to increase women’s par-
ticipation in the media. This may include special recruitment initiatives 
targeting women, scholarships in journalism in Yemen and abroad, and 
setting a hiring quota for women in senior positions of all state-owned 
media outlets.

 F The government should issue a law prohibiting and penalizing the 
practice of female genital mutilation. The law should be comple-
mented with community awareness campaigns that aim to eliminate 
public tolerance and acceptance of this type of violence.

 F The government, in cooperation with Yemeni NGOs, should conduct 
awareness campaigns in the media and schools to promote the concept 
of women’s right to make independent choices regarding birth control 
and health in general.

 F The government should provide incentives for the private sector to 
es   tablish a sustainable program of small credits (loans) to help women 
start or expand their own businesses.
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 F The government should take concrete steps to protect female journal-
ists and rights activists from smear campaigns and government-sanc-
tioned harassment. It should amend its laws and procedures to penalize 
such practices.
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